
PubDNA Finder in a Nutshell 
Searching the Life Sciences Literature with Sequences of Nucleic Acids 

Biomedical researchers and clinicians working with molecular technologies in 

routine clinical practice often need to review the available literature to gath-

er information regarding specific sequences of nucleic acids. This includes, for 

instance, finding articles related to a concrete DNA sequence, or identifying 

empirically-validated primer/probe sequences to evalúate the presence of 

different micro-organisms. 
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Unfortunately, these hard and time-consuming 
tasks often need to be manually performed by 
researchers themselves since no publicly avail
able biomedical literature search engine, e.g. 
PubMed, PubMed Central, etc., provides the re-
quired search functionalities. In this article, we 
describe PubDNA Finder, a web service that en-
ables users to perform advanced searches on 
PubMed Central-indexed full text articles with 
sequences of nucleic acids. 

Searching the Life Sciences Literature 

PubDNA Finder [1] isa web service we devel-
oped linking more than 180,000 full text articles 
available at PubMed Central (PMC) at the time 

of writing, to the DNA/RNA sequences appear-
ing in them. PubDNA Finder extends the func-
tionality provided by the PMC search engine by 
enabling researchers to perform queries involv-
ing both keywords and DNA/RNA sequences. To 
our knowledge, PubDNA Finder is the first search 
engine providing such advanced search capabili-
ties. PubDNA Finder can be accessed free of 
charge at http://servet.dia.fi.upm.es:8080/pubd-
nafinder 

Search Functionalities provided by 
PubDNA Finder 

Researchers using PubDNA Finder can perform 
three different types of queries: (1) sequence-

based queries, (2) keyword-based queries and 
(3) combined queries. A detailed description of 
each type of query follows. 

Sequence-based Queries 

Sequence-based queries (SBQs) are targeted at 
retrieving all articles mentioning the DNA/RNA 
sequences specified by the user. Users can per
form two different types of SBQs: simple and 
complex, depending on how the target sequenc
es are specified. 

Simple SBQs involve one or more DNA/RNA 
sequences linked by a single logical operator. 
Sequences are represented as strings composed 
of s#nbols belonging to the IUPAC standard 
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Fig. 1: A screenshot showing the results of the execution of a sample 
simple SBQ. 
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Fig. 2: A screenshot showing the results of the execution of a sample KBQ. 

nucleotide codes. To execute a 
simple SBQ, we would have to 
type all the target sequences, one 
per line, ¡n the text box labeled 
with "Sequences", select either 
the AND or 0R operator in the 
"Operator" combo box, and click 
on the "Submit" button. For each 
hit in the results set, the user 
would be presented with the rele-
vant information on the manu-
script. This includes the PubMed 
Identifier (PMCID) associated with 
the article, the article's title, the 
genetic sequences - mentioned in 
the paper - that match the user 
query, the context in which each 
matched sequence occurs, and a 
link to the full text of the article. 

For instance, as shown in figure 1 
if we launched the query "tg
ggggcagaggggacgggaaa OR act-
tctcgatggcagtgacc OR tggtctcga-
gatttttgcagcaagtctttctcg", we 
would be presented with all pa-
pers in the datábase containing at 
least one of the three sequences 
specified in the query. 

On the other hand, advanced 
SBQs involve complex sub-searches 
such as wildcard searches, fuzzy 
searches and proximity searches. 
We briefly describe each complex 
search type below. 

Wildcard searches enable users 
to use the single and múltiple char-
acter wildcard symbols, "?" and 
" * " respectively, to define patterns 

for matching the target sequences. 
For instance, the sample query 
"cga?ttg OR tta*" would retrieve 
papers containing sequences such 
as "cgacttg" or "ttatttcc". 

By contrast, fuzzy searches are 
aimed at performing approximate 
matching by retrieving manuscripts 
containing sequences that are 
"similar" to these specified in the 
query. The similarity between two 
sequences is calculated using the 
Levenshtein Distance [2], These 
searches can be performed by ap-
pending a tilde character at the 
end of the target sequence. It is 
also possible to optionally specify 
a similarity threshold. The latter is 
a valué between 0 and 1. The 

greater the threshold, the more 
similar are the matched sequences 
to the target sequence. For in
stance, if we issued the query 
"cgattg~0.6", we would retrieve 
articles containing sequences such 
as "ctgatcg" or "tgcattg". Con-
versely, if we executed the query 
"cgattg~0.8", we would retrieve 
papers containing sequences such 
as "cggattg" or "cgacttg". 

Proximity searches are aimed at 
retrieving articles that contain two 
specific sequences which are within 
a given distance, i.e. a number of 
words, away. Proximity searches can 
be performed by enclosing the tar
get sequences between double 
quotes and appending the tilde 



character plus the distance thresh-
old after the last double quote char
acter. For instance, the query „cac-
ctttgaaaacgctacttcagacgct 
tcattcttgctgtttgtg" ~3 would retrieve 
the article with PMID 2374257, 
which mentions both target se
quences within a distance of two 
words - note that the original query 
requires both sequences being at a 
distance of at most three words. 

Keyword-based Queries 

Keyword-based queries (KBQs) are 
aimed at retrieving all DNA/RNA 
sequences mentioned in papers 
matching the search terms, a func-
tionality that is also missing in the 
PMC search engine. KBQs are com-
posed of either keywords or phrases 
- i.e. sequences of keywords en-
closed between double quotes -
linked by explicitly using the AND 
and OR logical operators. For in
stance, the KBQ 'probé OR probé 
AND "E. coli"' would retrieve all 

the sequences mentioned in articles 
that contain the phrase "E. coli" 
and either the word "primer" or 
"probé" - or both. It is also possi-
ble to use wildcard, fuzzy and prox-
imity modifiers in KBQs ¡f required. 
For instance, to search for primer/ 
probé sequences for the Herpes vi
rus, we could execute the following 
KBQ '"herpes primer"~10 OR "her
pes probe"~10'. As shown in figure 
2, the system would return all the 
sequences mentioned in articles in 
which the word "herpes" co-occurs 
either with "primer" or "probé" 
within distance 10. 

Combined Queries 

Combiner queries (CQs) combine 
the results of a SBQ and a KBQ by 
means of an AND operation, thus 
retrieving the records of all articles 
matching both queries. For each hit 
in the results set - i.e. papers 
matching the KBQ and containing 
any sequence specified in the SBQ 

- , the system presents the user 
with the article's PMCID, its title, a 
link to its full text and a list of the 
sequences mentioned in the article 
that match the SBQ, together with 
the context in which they occur. 
Figure 3 shows the result of execut-
ing a combined query that is aimed 
at determining whether there are 
any sequences beginning with ei
ther "CTTCTAAC" or "ATAGTTC" 
that are somehow connected to 
the H1N1 virus or the swine flu dis-
ease. 

Additional Features 

PubDNA finder provides other ad
ditional features, such as automati-
cally identifying and extracting all 
sequences mentioned in a plain-
text document provided by the 
user, or retrieving all sequences 

mentioned in a concrete article 
identified by its PMCID. 
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